
The Notion of the Good
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2)	 Pdlerltial, Formal, and Actual Good.

GO 1 (	 trd'the;',:thlreelovais in
distinctionbetween objects of desire;
the.serve to reveal three dimensions
of te - g6Cd.

•our kmowing r,rgrOprlik the
ends, andtvalues, so also
in theobjective field
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First, then, to desire the good is already
: something of the good that is desired. In like manner any
spontaneity or impulse or potency is already something of the
end towards w0hich04„te.rids. By the potential good is meant
t4atinceptiotitof t'hevxeod that 'Is'törbp..acknowledged in
desires, spontaneities, impulses, drive's, tendencies,, ; potencies.
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Still to begin is pot to
;

 attain, and the potential
good is only a beginning. It isVisitid tozz!begdOd, not because

v7-7 of rilat it is-, but only because of whatItrilhket-Opossible.
Moreover, between possibility and' attainment the're is the hurdle
of fulfilled conditions. Desirealid spoOale,itylqbecOne attainment
only if certain concrete conditions are fulfill46. ‘Again, such
fulfilm*consists in previpus attainments, and se it occurs
only ff stilrediqier cblditiOns—are fulfilled.
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The' solution to,tp4s problem is reached by its
tranApOMion to a higher level. Thus7, all tiersiesire 40(1 1

clahing, and	 primitpie ffluit-gathering cultures
such desires are' met by each indivi'dua taking whathe can get
froftrttill`lbolIntyi•-qf nature.,_In such . situations the conditions
of 'satisfaction of d',,sire's are fulfilled .when they happen to

-be ,fsplfWed. But in more advanced cultures men retake . ;4t War, •
busines?tO'see‘thtti- tiheAcenAitions. will be fulfilled.'They

discover more roundabout procedures for satisfying desires
and institute atdii,v,islotolfIlabor and a process of exclunge.
The economic order is 4Aseevbred realized, and when it works,
it harnesses defdres tioheir own satisfaction is on a scale
thatel otherwise would not' be imagined.

More generally, there are ,schemes of ,a,ontinuous
or recarrent .change. They may be very simple and so enounced
in a circle of hypothetical propositions. They may be extremely
complex and consist in enormously intricate but, in the pain,
self-adjusting equilibria. But their key feature isoalways the
same: the fulfilment ,of conditions turns back upon itself to

",t(OnelV theiitnitiallrulfliVant}and sotoisecure the other things
\being equal,' the TerpetAty of the p,rocess.

Now just as desire diospVntaneitY is named a
potential good because it makes attAinment k possible, so the
scheme of recurrent change will be ;named a l fOrmal good because
it makes attainment regular and, 0,' a greatier or,less. extent,
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